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Cubix Essentials 
How to open Cubix 
The Cubix application opens from within the start menu. 

To open Cubix: 

1. Go to the Start menu. 

2. Select Cubix from the Cubix folder. This will open the Cubix ribbon in Excel. 

3. Select the Cubix ribbon in Excel. Here you have access to all Cubix functionality. 

How to close Cubix 
Cubix can be closed normally, like Excel however, if the Drag and Drop function is 
enabled Cubix must be closed in a slightly different way to Excel. 

To close Cubix: 

1. Ensure you have logged out from the Cubix model.  

2. Save all files you wish to save then close Excel normally. If Drag and Drop is 
enabled the final Excel file must be closed by selecting File then Close. 

How to log in to a model 
Generated models will appear in Cubix for users to access. When you log in to a model, 
the Excel session will create a live link to the model’s database. 

To log in to a model: 

1. From the Cubix ribbon under the Model group, click Log In.   
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2. Select the model you wish to log in to. 

3. Enter your Username and Password in the login screen for that model.  

4. Click OK or press Enter.  

How to log out from a model 
When you log out from a model, the Excel session will disconnect from the model’s 
database. Any changes made to the data of that model will remain in the database 
showing the next time the model is logged into, unless the model is generated. In this 
case Backup Data should be performed before the generate and Restore Data after 
the generate. 

To log out from a model: 

1. From the Cubix ribbon under the Model group, click Log Out.  

What is a browser? 
A Browser is created on an Excel worksheet and used as the standard method to view 
and edit data in a Cubix database. Each dimension is displayed allowing you to 
customise the browser with different member combinations. 

Browsers are created and saved in saved Excel files, but data is not stored in the file. 
When you create a new browser, you will be prompted to save it before selecting your 
preferred member combinations for that browser. The data relevant to the selected 
combination is then displayed in the browser. 
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Popular ways to use browsers: 

 Recycle the browser. You can choose to save the file with a generic name such 
as ‘Browser1’ and use the default member combinations. Each time you reopen 
that browser you can recycle and overwrite the member combinations for what 
is required. 

 Reuse the browser. You can choose to save the file with a name that is relevant 
to the browser and its layout such as ‘Income Statement by Month’. Then set up 
the browser with your preferred member combinations for that browser. Each 
time you reopen that browser you will reuse the member combinations you set 
up the browser with and the latest data will be displayed. 

Once a browser is open it can be edited to update the member combinations required. 
You must save and overwrite the named browser after these changes in selected 
member combinations if you want the browser to open with your new updated 
combinations next time. If you rename a browser the member combinations it was 
originally set up with will no longer be remembered.  
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How to create a browser 
To create a browser, the Edit Browser and Member Selection windows need to be 
understood. 

The edit browser window 
The Edit Browser window allows you to customise the layout of the browser as well as 
the elements to be displayed.  

The edit browser window has six sections: 

Section Explanation 

Table The table of which holds the data wanting to be 
displayed. 

Views Stored browser layouts. 

Fixed 
One member can be selected for each dimension. The 
Use Description option will display the description for 

each selected member for each fixed dimension. 
Browser 
Options Options to customise the current browser. 

Row 

Selected members from the chosen dimension are 
displayed in rows. The Display Name In First Column 
option will display both the name and description for 

each selected row member. 

Column 
Selected members from the chosen dimension are 

displayed in columns. 
The combination of members chosen for each dimension determines what data is to be 
displayed. 
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Any of the available dimensions can appear in any section of a browser (fixed, rows or 
columns). To move a dimension from one place to another, right click and select Move 
To Fixed, Move To Rows, or Move To Columns as appropriate. 

To select member(s) for the Fixed, Row and Column section the Member Selection 
button must be clicked. 

The member selection window 
The Member Selection window allows you to select member(s) for each dimension 
under the three sections.  

Once the window is shown, it displays all the available members for the selected 
dimension allowing you to select the member(s) you want to show. 

The list of available members can be filtered by choosing a Set first. Then only the 
members that exist in that set will be listed for selection. 

With the fixed section, only one member from each dimension can be selected. For 
rows and columns, multiple members can be selected. 

To create a browser:  

1. Go to the Analysis group and select New Browser. 

2. Click Yes and Save the workbook with a new name or select a previous 
workbook to overwrite. 
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3. The Edit Browser window will appear. You can either click OK to accept the 
default selections, creating a default browser or use the edit browser window to 
select elements of the model to be displayed, creating a custom browser 
explained below.  

4. Select which Table you wish to view, usually the main table.  

5. Define which dimensions you want in each of the three sections of the browser 
(Fixed, Row and Column) using the appropriate features as mentioned.  
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6. Specify the member(s) you want in each of the dimensions using the Member 
Selection option as described.  

7. If you wish to display row member names in the first column, tick the box.  

8. Click OK once you have edited the selections, creating a dynamic browser. 

The browser will appear with the chosen members from the model and the associated 
data. 

How to use a browser 
A browser has four sections: 

Section Area Explanation 

Fixed Top Left 

Displays each dimension for the selected table. The 
selected member or the selected section is displayed 

alongside the dimension. Also shows the status cell and 
viewing modes. 

Column 
Top 

Right 

Displays the selected members for the dimension 
assigned to the column section. The default dimension 

is time. 

Row Bottom 
Left 

Displays the selected members for the dimension 
assigned to the row section. The default dimension is 

variable. 

Data 
Bottom 

Right 

Displays the data appropriate for the selected layout 
and elements. Data can be entered, changed, and 

deleted from this section. 
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To use a browser: 

 Double click on any of the Fixed section members to open a member selection 
window allowing you to change that dimension’s member selection. 

 Double clicking on the Row or Column dimension in the fixed section or on any 
Row or Column header will open a member selection window allowing you to 
change that dimension’s member selections. 

 Edit data in the Data section for the selected elements.  
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What is the Cubix database? 
Each Cubix model has a Cubix database where all data is stored. When a model is open, 
the database is live for editing and when a model is closed, the database saves any 
modifications ready for the next time the model is opened. 

Any data entered in the Cubix database is recorded against index numbers and 
member names from each dimension. Therefore, any method (such as reports, 
templates, exports) linking to the Cubix database, refers to or must refer to index 
numbers or member names. 

The Cubix database requires a backup to be performed before the model has been 
generated in addition to occasional backups. The Cubix database requires a restore to 
be performed after the model has been generated. 

Cubix data is split in seven categories using colour coding to identify the type of data 
being displayed by each cell. Here are the categories and their colour code: 

How to enter data via a browser 
Single cell data 
Single cell data can be entered into Cubix by typing a value directly into a cell in a 
browser. By pressing enter, the value typed is sent to the database and if the browser is 
set to auto-calculate, it will refresh any affected calculated values. 

  

Category Colour Available for 
data entry Summary 

Null/Empty 
Data 

Grey Yes No data entered. 

Input Data Blue Yes Standard input data. 

Calculated Data Red No 
Calculated data via calculation rules 
defined in the model designer. Drill 

Down to view. 

Consolidated 
Data 

Black No 
Consolidated data via the entity 
structure defined in the model 
designer. Drill Down to view. 

Cell Expansion 
Data Purple Yes, if eligible 

and enabled 

Total value of multiple number 
values held beneath the cell, Drill 

Down to view and edit. 

Journal Data Orange 
Yes, if eligible 
and enabled 

Posted journal data. Drill Down to 
view. 

Intercompany 
Data 

Brown Yes, if eligible 
and enabled 

Intercompany data for assigned ICB 
variables. Drill Down to view and 

edit. 

Profile Data Green Yes, if eligible 
and enabled 

Forecasting and budgeting data 
created when using the planning 
tool. Drill Down to view and edit. 
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To enter single cell data: 

1. Select a cell you wish to enter ensuring it is available for data entry. Take care as 
any data overwritten can’t be retrieved unless it can be found in a backup.  

2. Enter the Value and press Enter, the value has been submitted to the Cubix 
database.  

If the value does not submit it means either the cell is not available for input or the 
entity version combination is locked. 

Multi-cell data 
Some Cubix functions relating to entering values behave slightly differently to Excel 
functions. In Cubix, changes can occur on the face of the spreadsheet within the 
browser but may not automatically update the Cubix database unless done correctly. 

This means multi-cell data must be submitted to the Cubix database via a Set 
Range function. Highlight the section of values you wish to enter into the Cubix 
database and use Set Range to enter the values. 

To enter multi-cell data: 

1. Paste multi-cell data into the appropriate place in a browser. 
2. Highlight the cells you wish to enter to the Cubix database. Take care as any 

data overwritten can’t be retrieved unless it can be found in a backup.  

3. Go to the Edit group and click Set Range or right click on the range and under 
Cubix click Set Range, the values have been submitted to the Cubix database.  

If the values do not submit it means either the cells are not available for input or the 
entity version combination is locked.  
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How to empty data via a browser 
Some Cubix functions relating to emptying values behave slightly differently to Excel 
functions. In Cubix, changes can occur on the face of the spreadsheet within the 
browser but may not automatically update the Cubix database unless done correctly. 

This means single and multi-cell data must be deleted from the Cubix database via the 
Empty Range function. 

To empty single and multi-cell data: 

1. Highlight the cells you wish to empty from the Cubix database. Take care as any 
data deleted can only be retrieved if it can be found in a backup.  

2. Go to the Edit group and Empty Range or right click on the range and under 
Cubix click Empty Range, the values have been emptied from the Cubix 
database.  

If the values do not empty it means either the cells are not available for emptying or the 
entity version combination is locked. 
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Admin, Maintenance & Processes 
How to backup data 
Backup Data creates a backup of the Cubix database which can be used to Restore 
Data once the model has been generated or if needing to revert to previous data. 

Backups of the Cubix database can be performed at any time as long as no other user is 
currently logged into the model. The backup data file(s) are stored in the model’s 
backup folder, usually C:\Cubix\Models\[Model Name]\backup. 

The main table backup file is called _Main.bak. If your model includes the currency 
module, the currency rates table backup file will be called _CurRat.bak. Any additional 
tables follow a similar pattern. 

Cubix keeps a history of the backups taken. When you take a backup, the previous 
backup file will be renamed with the next available sequential number for backup files. 
These backup files can be renamed to help understand why the backup was taken but 
must return to the original name before being used in a Restore Data process. 

Popular times where a backup is performed: 

 Before a generate using the first option (which creates an empty database). 
 Before a generate using the second option (which includes a backup and restore 

within the process). The system does the backup and restore, not the user. 
 After a large amount of data has been submitted to the model such as monthly 

data loads. 
 Before large changes to the data are to be made such as year-end adjustments 

or rolling the year onto the next. 

To backup data: 

1. Go to the Model group and select Backup Data.  

2. Click Ok to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it ends.  

How to restore data 
Restore Data uses backup file(s) to restore data once the model has been generated or 
if needing to revert to previous data. 

Restores of the Cubix database can be performed at any time however, they are only 
used sparingly.  
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Cubix will always restore from backup file(s) stored under the model’s backup folder, 
usually C:\Cubix\Models\[Model Name]\backup. It will only restore from backup files 
that do not contain numbers such as _Main.bak. 

If you wish to restore data from a previous backup, locate the appropriate backup files 
and rename them to the original name, then run the restore process. 

Popular times where a restore is performed: 

 After a generate using the first option (which creates an empty database). 
 After a generate using the second option (which includes a backup and restore 

within the process). The system does the backup and restore, not the user. 
 If you wish to restore from a previous backup. 

To restore data: 

1. Go to the Model group and select Restore Data.  

2. Click Ok to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it ends.  

How to consolidate data 
The Cubix consolidation process calculates and consolidates each cell for the specified 
consolidated entity version combination defined in the window. This calculation process 
filters down to all entities below the consolidated entities. This process must be 
complete so consolidated data can be viewed correctly. 

The model, by default, has the option Auto Consolidate ticked, therefore, calculation 
and consolidation of data will be automatically activated for your current browser. 

Popular times where a consolidate process is performed: 

 After a restore has been performed to avoid intermittent auto consolidate 
waiting times when changing browser options. 

 After data has been modified in any way and consolidated data needs to be 
viewed. 

To consolidate data: 

1. Go to the Model group and select Consolidate.  
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2. The calculate and consolidate window will appear, select the entity version 
combinations you wish to consolidate or click Select All to select all entity 
version combinations.  

3. Click Ok and Yes to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it ends. 

How to calculate data 
The Cubix calculate process calculates each cell for the specified input and elimination 
entity version combination defined in the window. 

If a model has the option Auto Calculate ticked the calculation of data will be 
automatically activated for your specific browser. 

Popular times where a calculate process is performed: 

 If consolidated data does not need to be viewed, after a restore has been 
performed to avoid intermittent auto calculate waiting times when changing 
browser options. 

To calculate data: 

1. Go to the Model group and select Calculate.  
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2. The calculate window will appear, select the entity version combinations you 
wish to calculate or click Select All to select all entity version combinations.  

3. Click Ok and Yes to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it ends. 

How to enter large amounts of data 
Browsers are primarily used for entering small amounts of data to Cubix. Other 
methods of entering data and primarily used for loading large amounts are: 

How to empty large amounts of data 
Browsers are primarily used for emptying small amounts of data from Cubix. Other 
methods of emptying data and primarily used for deleting large amounts are: 

Empty selection 
The Empty Selection function allows you to be specific as to exactly what data is to be 
emptied. It allows you to specify which members from each dimension are to be 
emptied. The values from the combination of dimension members are the values which 
are emptied. 

Method Explanation 

The Connector 
application 

An application which is linked to Cubix to allow data 
produced by other systems to be loaded to the Cubix 

model once a format and mappings have been defined 
by the user. 

The Channel 
function  

An in-built function which enables you to import data 
from files produced by other systems using a matching 

system. 

A PutCell 
formula 

A formula-based input that can be entered into any 
Excel cell (provided a model is open) with a reference to 
a location in Cubix and a value. Calculating this formula 

loads the value to the location in the Cubix database. 
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This function should be used with extra precaution as once emptied it can only be 
recovered from a previous backup. 

To use empty selection: 

1. We recommend using Backup Data to ensure data being emptied can be 
recovered.  

2. Go to the Edit group and select Empty Selection.  

3. The empty selection window will appear, select the Table you wish to empty data 
from, usually the main table.  

4. Cycle through each dimension in the dropdown and highlight the members you 
wish to empty data from in the left pane, then click Add to confirm they are the 
members you wish to empty or click Select All to select all members. The 
confirmed members will be shown in the right pane. The values from the 
combination of the confirmed members across all dimensions are the values 
that are to be emptied. Be sure to check each dimension, if you miss one, you 
may end up emptying the wrong data or even no data at all.  

5. Click Ok and Yes to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it ends. 

If the values do not empty it means either the cells are not available for emptying or the 
entity version combination is locked. 

Empty version 
The Empty Version function allows you to remove all data for the specified entity 
version combination. 
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This function should be used with extra precaution as once emptied it can only be 
recovered from a previous backup. 

To use empty version: 

1. We recommend using Backup Data to ensure data being emptied can be 
recovered.  

2. Go to the Edit group and select Empty Version.  

3. The empty data window will appear, select the entity version combination you 
wish to empty or click Select All to select all entity version combinations.  

4. Click Ok and Yes to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it ends. 

If the values do not empty it means either the cells are not available for emptying or the 
entity version combination is locked. 

How to enter currency rates 
If the currency module has been enabled and set up for a model you will need to enter 
the appropriate exchange rates to convert original local currency data to a reporting 
base currency data. 

Exchange rates in Cubix are stored in another table called CurRates (Currency Rates), 
separate from the Main data table. 

The currency rates table stores exchange rates for all currency calculations and is where 
exchange rates are entered and emptied. It contains four dimensions, some borrowed 
from the main table: Currency, Rate Type, Version and Time. 

The currency rates table is accessible via a browser, where you choose the currency 
rates table instead of the main table. The browser works in the same way when viewing 
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the currency rates table as it does when viewing the main table however, instead of 
having eight dimensions it will only have four as mentioned above. 

The CurrView (Currency View) dimension in the Main table will now hold a 
LocalCurrency (Local Currency) member where data is entered and a BaseCurrency 
(Base Currency) member where data is calculated. This is done by taking the local 
currency value and dividing it by the appropriate exchange rate from the CurRates 
table. 

The configuration of which input entities use which currency, and which variables are 
converted using which rate types, is all managed as part of the model design and build. 

The only requirement with the currency module, once it has been set up in the model 
designer, is to ensure the exchange rates are entered into the currency rates table. 

To enter currency rates: 

1. Create a browser and within the edit browser window select the CurRates table.  

2. You may wish to define the dimensions you want in the fixed, row and column 
sections of the browser, specify the members you want in each of the 
dimensions and if you wish to display row member names in the first column, 
tick the box.  

3. Click OK once you have edited the selections. 
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4. Enter exchange rates into single cells or enter multi-cell exchange rates using Set 
Range.  

5. Perform a Consolidate to update the consolidated values.  

How to lock data 
Cubix includes data locking and unlocking functionality which assists in maintaining 
data integrity. Once data for specific entity version view combinations have been locked, 
this data cannot be modified until it is unlocked. 

To lock data: 

1. Go to the Edit group and select Lock.  

2. The security lock window will appear, select the entity version view combinations 
you wish to lock or click Select All to select all entity version view combinations.  

3. Click Ok and Yes to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it ends. 

In addition to this manual lock, data up to the current actual period in actual and actfor 
version types are automatically locked by the system when a Roll CAP is performed to 
process the month end. If changes are to be made to an actual or actfor version for a 
processed month, the version must be unlocked before changes can be made. 
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How to unlock data 
Cubix includes data locking and unlocking functionality which assists in maintaining 
data integrity. Once data for specific entity version view combinations have been locked, 
this data cannot be modified until it is unlocked. 

To unlock data: 

1. Go to the Edit group and select Unlock.  

2. The security unlock window will appear, select the entity version view 
combinations you wish to unlock or click Select All to select all entity version 
view combinations.  

3. Click Ok and Yes to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it ends. 

How to perform month end processing 
If a time period column within a browser has a hash (#) next to the name/description, 
this indicates that that time period is the Current Actual Period (CAP) for that entity. 

The CAP is active in actual and actfor type versions and represents the first open period. 
At the end of the period, when all data has been submitted, the CAP can be rolled to the 
next period, locking the current period in the process via a Roll CAP function. 

Roll CAP will also update data in actfor versions with the latest actual data, overwriting 
the forecast data for that same period. 

Roll CAP can be performed for all or selected input and elimination entities. Entities in 
the model can have different CAPs, however, if you select to run a roll CAP for all 
entities, they will all be rolled to the selected period. 

Consolidated entities inherit their CAP status from their underlying entities. The 
underlying entity with the lowest CAP is the CAP the consolidated entity will inherit. 
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The CAP cannot be rolled back which is important for actfor versions as forecast data 
will be overwritten and cannot be undone. 

To perform a roll CAP: 

1. If rolling an actfor type version, we recommend using Backup Data to ensure 
data being overwritten can be recovered.  

2. Go to the Period End group and select Roll CAP.  

3. The roll current actual period (CAP) window will appear, from the left pane, select 
the entities you wish to roll.  

4. If necessary, from the centre pane, select the versions in which the time periods 
are to be rolled.  
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5. From the right pane, select the time period to be rolled to.  

6. Click Ok and Yes to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it ends. 

It is possible to roll CAP over several months at once. Select the target month and 
everything will be rolled up to that month. 

How to perform year end processing 
When the model has been maxed out for the year and a fresh start is needed, a Roll 
Period Block (RPB) function is required to roll all data into appropriate versions ready 
for the new year, emptying the actual version and resetting the CAP back to the first 
period. 

The relationship between versions is essential for performing a RPB and is defined as 
part of the model design via the Roll Link attribute within version members. For 
example, prior year will have a roll link to actual meaning when a RPB is performed, 
data from the actual version will roll into the prior year version leaving actual empty. 

You may need to update the model design before performing a RPB as versions may 
need to be created to allow data to roll into them and not become lost. Roll link and 
cycle attributes may need to be checked and updated to ensure the design is correct 
and ready for the RPB. 

Any version without a roll link attribute means no data will be rolled into them as they 
are not part of the roll process. The Re-Initialise Unrolled Data option within the RPB 
will empty the data from these versions that have not been defined as part of the roll 
process. Take care when selecting this option. 

Before performing a RPB, all actual data must be rolled to Closed and all versions must 
be locked. 

The process will check the status of all the data and advise of any entities and versions 
that are not closed or left unlocked. If all data is closed and locked, a confirmation 
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window will be displayed summarising the process that will occur by detailing which 
versions will receive data from which versions. 

To perform a roll period block: 

1. Take a backup of the data using Backup Data.  

2. If necessary, update the model design by creating new versions and confirming 
roll link and cycle attributes as explained above. This will require the model to be 
generated, restored and consolidated prior to the next steps. 

3. With the model design updated, generated, restored, and consolidated, use the 
Roll CAP function and roll the CAP to Closed for all entity version combinations.  

4. Use the Lock function and lock all entity version view combinations.  
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5. Take another backup of the data using Backup Data. It may be worth adding to 
the name of this backup such as ‘Pre RPB [Year]’. You may also wish to create a 
browser displaying all pre RPB data, taking a copy of the browser and its values 
as they stand to compare and reconcile with a browser post RPB.  

6. Go to the Period End group and select Roll Period Blocks. This will 
automatically consolidate the model and check the status of all the data and 
advise of any entities and versions that are not closed or are unlocked. The 
period block roll window will appear detailing which versions will receive data 
from which versions.  

7. Untick Re-Initialise Unrolled Data if you don’t want data from versions not 
defined as part of the roll process to be emptied as explained above.  

8. Click Continue and Yes to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it 
ends. 
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9. Once the process has finished, you will be asked if you wish to pre-consolidate 
all entities. Click Yes, this will run a full consolidation of the model so that all 
calculations and consolidations are up to date with the newly rolled values.  

10. A few more model specific tasks may need to be performed to ensure the model 
is ready for the new year such as emptying versions, loading budgets, updating 
reports etc.  

11. Take a final backup of the data using Backup Data. It may be worth adding to 
the name of this backup such as ‘Post RPB [Year]’. If you took a copy of the 
browser pre RPB, use this to compare and reconcile with a browser post RPB.  
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Analysis/User Convenience 
How to do more in browsers 
Drag and drop 
The Drag and Drop function allows dimensions within a browser to be moved by 
dragging a dimension’s tile and dropping it in another section of the browser. For 
example, by dragging the time dimension from the column section within a browser, to 
the top left fixed section and dropping it, moves that dimension from the column 
section to the fixed section. 

This is a quick alternative to the Edit Browser function as it is used once a browser has 
been opened. 

When drag and drop is enabled it will be enabled for all models and all browsers. 

Before enabling the drag and drop feature it requires a component to be registered by 
an administrator through the Command Prompt application. 

Once this component is registered drag and drop can be used by all users who have 
access to the machine. 

To register the component: 

1. Search for the Command Prompt application, right-click and Run as 
administrator provided you are an administrator or know an administrator 
username and password. 

2. Enter the command into the command prompt:  
regsvr32 “[Cubix Install Location]\TCMDim.dll” 
The default Cubix install location for Cubix 64-bit is C:\Cubix (64-bit)\bin  
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3. Press Enter to register the component, a message will appear confirming it has 
been registered, click OK and close the Command Prompt. You can now enable 
drag and drop from within Cubix.  

To enable drag and drop: 

1. Go to the Analysis group and tick Drag and Drop.  

2. You will need to restart Cubix. 

To use drag and drop: 

1. With a browser created, click and hold the dimension tile you wish to move.  

2. Drag the dimension tile to the section you wish to move the dimension to. 
3. Release to drop the dimension tile, confirming the move. A member selection 

window may appear allowing you to change the members displayed for that 
dimension.  

Nested dimensions 
When you create a new browser, the starting position is to have one dimension in the 
rows, one dimension in the columns and all the others as fixed dimensions. However, it 
is possible to have multiple ‘nested’ dimensions in the rows and columns. Select the 
other dimensions you want to have in rows or columns and move them from within edit 
browser or use drag and drop. 
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The order of nested dimensions will change the way your data is displayed. 

Setting up nested dimensions through edit browser: 

1. Within the Edit Browser window, select the dimension to move, right click and 
select Move To Rows or Move To Columns as appropriate.  

2. Click OK once you have edited the selections. 

Setting up nested dimensions through drag and drop: 

1. With a browser created, click and drag the dimension tile above or below the 
currently selected dimension in columns depending on the order you wish to 
view the data. Or drag the dimension tile to the left or right of the currently 
selected dimension in rows depending on the order you wish to view the data.  

2. Release to drop the dimension tile, confirming the move. A member selection 
window may appear allowing you to change the members displayed for that 
dimension.  

This may require some practice. 

Viewing converted data in base currency 
If the currency module has been enabled, your model will have both a LocalCurrency 
currency view and a BaseCurrency currency view. Base currency shows converted data. 

In local currency, it is only possible to see the data from input and elimination type 
entities. In base currency, it is possible to see data from all entity types. 

Selecting a consolidated entity and local currency will not display any data as this is an 
invalid data combination. 
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To view converted base currency data: 

1. Within a browser, change the CurrView dimension member selected, from 
localcurrency to basecurrency or change the Entity dimension member selected 
to a consolidated entity which automatically changes the currency view to base 
currency.  

FX variables 
FX variables hold the resulting foreign exchange differences that result when summed 
variables are converted using different rate types. The differences are calculated on 
special FX variables created when designing the model. 

When viewing data on these FX variables, it will only display values in base currency. 
There is no calculation of exchange differences in local currency. 

Status cell 
Within a main table browser, the cell below the eight dimensions to the left (usually cell 
A9), details the status of the current browser, for example; whether the browser has 
been calculated. 

If within the global options, Auto Update, Auto Calculate or Auto Consolidate have 
been unticked, the status cell is particularly useful at informing you of the status of the 
browser. 

To use the status cell: 

1. If the status cell displays a value other than Calced, double click the cell and a 
message will appear asking if the required process should be performed.  

2. Click Yes to confirm the process should go ahead. 
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Data/Rule/Text viewing modes 
Within a main table browser, the cell below the eight dimensions to the right (usually 
cell B9), details the viewing mode of the current browser. 

Cubix has three modes of viewing in the browser (different from the Mode dimension): 

Viewing Mode Explanation 

Data Shows the value for each cell. 

Rule 
Shows the name of the calculation rule that applies to 

each cell. Similar to viewing a cell’s formula in the 
formula bar in excel. 

Text Shows the comments, text or notes for each cell. 

The currently viewed mode is displayed within that cell. 

To change the viewing mode: 

1. Double click in the cell to toggle through the three modes or go to the Analysis 
group and select Data/Rule/Text.  

2. The browser will update, use as appropriate. 

Refreshing browsers 
A browser shows the data at the time it was opened, created or changed. With data 
recently having been loaded to the model, or other users editing data, it may be useful 
to refresh your browser to ensure it is displaying the most up to date information. 

To refresh a browser: 

1. Go to the Analysis group and select Refresh Browser.  

2. An auto calculation or auto consolidate may occur to show the correct data 
within a browser or you can double click the status cell to perform the required 
process.  
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How to drill down/analyse a value 
Browsers support a Drill Down function on calculated and consolidated cells to inform 
you of the underlying values used to calculate the cell value. 

A value in a consolidated entity comes from a number of underlying entities. By double 
clicking in a browser on any black consolidated value, opens a drill down window 
showing the values from all the underlying entities that make up the consolidation total. 

By double clicking in a browser on any red calculated value, opens a drill down window 
showing the underlying values that make up the calculated value. 

With a drill down window open, you can shortcut to certain values by double clicking on 
them. This updates the browser to show the value you double clicked on. 

Using the Display hierarchy by dropdown, it is possible to Drill Across the model to 
see the same selected data, by any chosen dimension. 

When in the drill down window and displaying the hierarchy by Entity, it is possible to 
Drill Up by selecting the appropriate Path and clicking on the Parent button. 

To drill down: 

1. Double click on a consolidated or calculated cell you wish to Drill Down on or 
select a cell and go to the Analysis group and select Drill Down.  
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2. The drill down window will appear, the Members section at the bottom shows 
the direct members which contribute to the value drilled down on. Expand in this 
section to drill down further, or click Expand All to display all links to the top 
value. 
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3. Double click on any row in this section to automatically update the browser to 
display this value or select the value and click OK.  

To drill across: 

1. With the drill down window open, use the Display hierarchy by dropdown and 
select a dimension you wish to Drill Across with.  

2. The Members section will update displaying the same selected data by the 
selected dimension. Double click on any row in this section to automatically 
update the browser, to display this value or select the value and click OK.  

To drill up: 

1. With the drill down window open, use the Display hierarchy by dropdown and 
select Entity.  

2. The Path dropdown will appear, select an entity path.  
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3. Click Parent to display the entity’s parent which will appear in the Members 
section. Double click on the row in this section to automatically update the 
browser, to display this value or select the value and click OK.  

How to change a model’s settings 
Global options are default settings which allow certain aspects of Cubix to be changed.  

Below explains what each option does: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Option Explanation 
Auto Open 
Database 

 The current model will automatically open 
every time you start Cubix. 

Auto Open Browser 
The last browser you viewed for the current 
model will open every time you open that 

model. 

Auto Update Acts as a master control for the four options 
beneath it. 

Auto Calculate 
Browsers will automatically calculate any 

data required for the entity version 
combination displayed. 

Auto Consolidate 
Browsers will automatically consolidate any 

data required for the entity version 
combination displayed. 

Auto Format Browsers will use the default Cubix browser 
format when displayed. 

Use Comments 
Cells with comments will be identified using 

the default Excel note indicator. 
Suppress Invalid 

Cells 
Browsers will not display rows for invalid cell 

combinations. 

Browsers Folder Specify a default folder in which to store 
browser files for this model. 

Display Error Dialog 
Displays error messages for processes that 

cannot be completed successfully. 

Display Process 
Gauge 

Displays a progress gauge while running 
certain processes. Enter a number to specify 

how many processes should trigger a 
progress gauge to be displayed. 

Record Errors to 
Session Log File 

Records process errors to a file within a 
location detailed. 
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To change options: 

1. Go to the Model group and select Options.  

2. The global settings window will appear, change the settings to your preferences 
using the above explanation of each option to help.  

3. Click OK to confirm the changes. 

How to export data 
The Export Data function is used to export data from Cubix. It allows you to export 
values from a specific combination of dimension members which export to a comma 
separated value (.csv) format file. 

The Export Data window has many options which change how the data is exported and 
what data is exported. 

Selection 
The Table dropdown under the Selection section of the Export Data window allows 
you to choose which database table the data is coming from. 

Through the Member Selection button appears a Member Selection window. It allows 
you to choose which combination of dimension members you want to export data from. 

Within the member selection window there is an Advanced Selection which contains 
options to be even more selective about the type of data exported. It includes the 
following options: 
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Option Explanation 
Default 
Selected 

Toolbox Data Forecasting and budgeting data 
(Green) Yes 

Input Data Standard input data (Blue) Yes 

Calculated Data 
Calculated data via calculation rules 

(Red) No 

Consolidated 
Data 

Consolidated data via the entity 
structure (Black) No 

Expansion Cell 
Data 

Aggregate total from cell expansion 
data (Purple) 

No 

Journal Data Journal adjustment data (Orange) No 

ICB Data Intercompany data (Brown) No 

Cell Text Text stored against cell values Yes 

Empty Data 
Null cells that do not contain any 

data (Grey) No 

Expansion 
Details 

Individual cell expansion entries 
which make up the Expansion Cell 

Data 
Yes 

Journal Details Full journal data and details Yes 

ICB Details Full intercompany data and details Yes 

Profile Details Full profile data and details No 

Authorisations 
Authorisation details recorded 

against actual data No 

 

Through this advanced selection by default, all inputted/submitted data types or any 
data which Cubix does not calculate in any way will be exported. 

The Input Data Only option selects the default advanced selections mentioned above, 
unticking will result in all but profile details and authorisations being exported. 

The CRC Checking option adds a security check to the bottom of the export file. If the 
export file is edited in any way, the file won’t be accepted if being reimported back to 
Cubix. If the export file is being imported into another system, this check will have no 
impact. 
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Format 
The Delta Only format specifies that the export will not repeat dimension names in 
sequential output rows until the name changes. 

The Periods Across format specifies that the export will present each period in a 
different column. If unticked, all data will be exported in one column with a time 
reference column. 

File name 
Specify a location and name for the export file. 

Popular times when data is exported: 

 To be used externally from Cubix. 
 To be edited and imported back to Cubix. 

To use export data: 

1. Go to Data Transfer and select Export Data.  

2. The export data window will appear, select Member Selection.  

3. The member selection window will appear, select the Table you wish to export 
data from, usually the main table.  
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4. Cycle through each dimension in the dropdown and highlight the members you 
wish to export data from in the left pane, then click Add to confirm they are the 
members you wish to export or click Select All to select all members. The 
confirmed members will be shown in the right pane. The values from the 
combination of the confirmed members across all dimensions are the values 
that are to be exported. Be sure to check each dimension, if you miss one, you 
may end up exporting the wrong data or even no data at all.  

5. If necessary, select Advanced Selection to modify exactly what type of data is to 
be exported.  

6. Click Ok to confirm advanced and member selections, returning to the export 
data window. 
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7. If necessary, tick CRC Checking.  

8. Alter the format section based on the format you wish to export data with, it is 
popular to untick Delta Only and tick Period Across. 

9. Click Add to specify a location and name for the export file.  

10. Click Export to start the process.  

11. Go to the specified file location to view the exported data. 

How to import data 
The Import Data function is used to import data to Cubix in the same format as the 
export comma separated value (.csv) file. The import data function reads data from the 
file and loads it into Cubix.  

Data found in the import file will overwrite data already in Cubix.  

If you are importing data from an edited export file while data remains in Cubix for the 
same selection, you may want to consider emptying the Cubix data for that selection 
before importing. This is because if there is a value in Cubix and when editing the 
export file you change the member selection where the value is submitted to, when 
importing back, the original Cubix value will remain as well as the imported value. 

If your import file contains more data than you wish to import, you can restrict the 
import using Member Selection. 

To use import data: 

1. Go to Data Transfer and select Import Data.  

2. Select the file you wish to import. 
3. If necessary, use Add to add multiple files for importing.  
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4. If your import file contains more data than you wish to import, you can restrict 
the import using Member Selection. Cycle through each dimension in the 
dropdown and highlight the members you wish to import data to in the left 
pane, then click Add to confirm they are the members you wish to import or click 
Select All to select all members. The confirmed members will be shown in the 
right pane. The values from the combination of the confirmed members across 
all dimensions are the values that are to be imported. Be sure to check each 
dimension, if you miss one, you may end up importing the wrong data or even 
no data at all. Click Ok to confirm member selections, returning to the import 
data window.  

5. Click Import to start the process.  

If the values do not import this means either the file’s format is incorrect, the cell(s) are 
not available for input, or the entity version combination is locked. 

How to copy data from one version to another 
The Copy Version function allows you to copy data from one version to another for 
singular or multiple input and elimination entities. 

With Copy Version you can copy from any version, but you can only copy 
to ActFor and Forecast type versions. Actual or History type versions cannot be 
copied to. 

Popular times where copy version is used: 

 When you want to populate forecast versions with base data from another 
version. 

 When you want to keep a copy of a previous forecast as a reference version. 
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To use copy version: 

1. Ensure the version you wish to copy to is prepared i.e. has been unlocked and 
cells are fine to be overwritten.  

2. Go to the Data Transfer group and select Copy Version. 

3. The copy version window will appear, select Table Selection.  

4. If necessary, select the table(s) you wish to use copy version with, usually the 
main table.  
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5. From the left pane, select the entities to be included.  

6. From the centre pane, select the version to copy from.  

7. From the right pane, select the version to copy to.  
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8. Click Ok and Yes to confirm, the process will start and prompt you when it ends. 

How to view the rule applying to a value 
Cubix allows you to view the rule it is applying to a value, allowing you to further 
understand how a value was calculated. 

This can be achieved by looking at the Rule viewing mode within a browser and drilling 
down on a rule name bringing up the drill down through rules window which displays 
the rule being applied. 

The drill down through rules window shows the member combinations of the cell, the 
rule name, rule ratio option, rule range and the rule calculation. 

The rule calculation section is colour coordinated to help show various parts of the rule 
calculation. 

To view the rule being applied: 

1. Ensure the browser is in Rule viewing mode.  

2. Drill down on the cell you wish to view the rule of.  

3. The drill down through rules window will appear displaying the rule being 
applied.  

How to add text/commentary to a value 
Cubix allows you to add comments, text or notes to a specific cell adding another layer 
of detail to a particular value.  
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Cell text is available for entry in all valid cells (all coloured cells) therefore, any invalid 
cells (completely blank) cannot hold any text. 

Cell text is viewed on the Data viewing mode in a browser, on cells they have been 
written for, through Excel’s note indicator. They are entered in the Text viewing mode in 
a browser. 

Cell text can either be directly entered into the cell or entered via the text window. 

To add cell text directly into the cell: 

1. Ensure the browser is in Text viewing mode.  

2. Select the cell you wish to enter text to.  

3. Write the text.  

4. Once complete, press Enter to submit the text.  

To add cell text via the text window: 

1. Ensure the browser is in Text viewing mode.  

2. Drill down on the cell you wish to enter text to. 
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3. The text window will appear, click New.  

4. Write the text.  

5. Once complete, click Ok and Close to submit the text.  

How to use column functions within popups 
Throughout Cubix there are many popup 
windows detailing members for a given 
dimension, the windows holding the list of 
members have certain functions making the 
navigation through these windows easier. Other 
types of windows have similar functions. 

By right clicking within the window on a column 
or member, these functions appear:  
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Function Explanation 

Column Chooser 
Allows you to select the columns you wish to see within 

the list, each column is an attribute relating to the 
member. 

Remove this 
Column 

Allows you to remove the selected column from 
appearing in the list. 

Find 
Allows you to search for a member. The column you use 

this function in determines which column you are 
searching in. 

Sort 
Allows you to sort the list alphabetically, the column you 

use this function in determines which column you are 
sorting. 

Select All Allows you to select all parts of the list. 
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Reporting & Templates 
What are Cubix reports? 
Cubix reporting combines Excel functionality with Cubix data allowing you to create 
completely customised reports with relative ease. 

Reports can be designed without any restrictions, utilising Excel’s formatting and 
graphing capabilities. 

Cubix formulas link to the Cubix database presenting live data and other information, 
making Cubix reports dynamic. 

Cubix reports can use parameters to set conditions for formulas allowing certain 
members from a dimension to change, subsequently causing the data to update within 
the report. Each time a parameter is changed, or the report is opened, the data is 
updated. 

Reports can be managed within Cubix using the Report Manager. 

Static versions of a report can be saved and sent out using the Save as Values function. 
Browsers can also be converted to reports using the Convert to Report function. 

In addition to presenting live data from the Cubix database using Cubix formulas, there 
is a formula that submits data to the Cubix database too. This allows input templates to 
be written, where users enter data, which then gets submitted to Cubix via the formula.  
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What are Cubix parameters? 
Cubix reports are usually created with Cubix parameters. Parameters are essentially a 
dropdown lists of members or member sets which set conditions for linked formulas 
within the report therefore only allowing data from certain members to be presented. 

There are a possible 13 types of parameters: the 8 dimensions and the 5 dimension 
member sets. If you enable a type of parameter, within the report manager, this creates 
a dropdown list within the report for you to select a member within that parameter. 

Parameters can be changed at any time within the Report Manager.  

How to create a new report 
When a new report is created, it creates a Parameters sheet which holds information 
about members that are currently being selected from the parameter dropdowns 
within the report. Cubix formulas can reference cells within this sheet which set the 
conditions. 

To create a new report: 

1. Go to the Reporting group and select Create Report. A new Excel worksheet will 
be created with a parameters sheet.  
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2. Save the file, click File then Save As. We recommend you save the file in the 
dedicated reports folder under C:\Cubix\Models\[Model Name]\Reports and save 
as an Excel Macro-Enabled Template (.xltm) type. 

How to set up a report in the report manager 
The Report Manager provides a mechanism for managing, storing and linking reports 
to Cubix.  

The report manager window consists of two sections: 

Section Explanation 
Categories Displays each report categories. 

Reports Display each report's name, description, file name and 
path and a set of parameters for the selected report. 

For a report to be added to the report manager, the report must have already been 
created using Create Report. 

To add a report category: 

1. Go to the Reporting group and select Report Manager.  

2. The report manager window will appear, click Add Category.  

3. In the top category section, a new row will appear, enter a Category Name and 
Category Description.  

4. Click Save, the category has been created, you will be able to add reports to this 
category.  

To add a report to a report category: 

1. Go to the Reporting group and select Report Manager.  

2. The report manager window will appear, select a category you wish to add a 
report to from the top category section and click Add Report.  

3. In the bottom reports section, a new row will appear, enter a Report Name and 
Report Description.  

4. Select the report File Name and Path.  
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5. Tick the Parameters you wish to add to the report.  

6. Click Save, the report has been added to the category, you will be able to access 
the report through Run Reports.  

How to run a report 
Access Run Reports to run a Cubix report set up in the Report Manager. This allows 
the Cubix report be opened with Cubix parameters. 

The report runner window displays each category with the associated reports 
underneath. 

To run a report: 

1. Go to the Reporting group and select Run Reports.  

2. The report runner window will appear, expand the category of the report you 
wish to run.  

3. Select the report you wish to run.  

4. Click Run Report, the report will open.  

How to write reports 
Overview 
Within each dimension lies a member list where each member is assigned an index 
number and the user creates a unique name. The index number corresponds to the 
position of the member within the list. Cubix index numbers start from zero therefore 
the first member within a member list has an index number of 0, the second member 
has an index number of 1 and so on. Any data entered in the Cubix database is 
recorded against index numbers and member names from each dimension. Therefore, 
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any Cubix formula written within a report must refer to an index number or a member 
name. 

Each Cubix formula is structured the same using three parts: 

Part Explanation 
CBX_ Indicates it is a Cubix formula. 

[Type of Cubix Formula] The type of Cubix formula to be executed. 
([Required References]) In brackets, the references required to receive data. 

Cubix formula structure: 

=CBX_[Type of Cubix Formula]([Required References]) 

Required references help the Cubix formula retrieve the correct information using fixed 
references or references to another cell. Fixed references must be enclosed by 
quotation marks. Cell references and named ranges do not need quotation marks. 

Cubix formulas work similarly to Excel formulas as formulas can reference other cells 
allowing for rapid design. As mentioned, get cell formulas can link to parameters 
allowing only data from certain members to be presented based on the selected 
member(s) from the parameter dropdown(s). 

Different Cubix formulas are used for retrieving different types of information from the 
Cubix database. There are hundreds of Cubix formulas however, only a few formulas 
are needed for a standard report. 

Cubix formulas can even be combined with Excel formulas to create more complex 
reports if necessary. 

Getting data in reports 
The Get Cell formula is the most popular Cubix formula within a Cubix report. This 
formula links to the Cubix database presenting live data. 

As Cubix is a multi-dimensional model it requires a reference to a member in each 
dimension to get the appropriate value. The formulas are essentially coordinates 
pointing to the specific value you are retrieving. 

The get cell (GCV8) formula:  

The get cell formula has nine required references, first referencing the main table and 
the other eight referencing a member name or index number from each dimension. 

To assist in writing the get cell formula, a window can be accessed by double clicking on 
any cell allowing you to select the references required. The Use Index Values in 
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Formula option displays the resulting formula as a series of index numbers that relate 
to the position of each member within its member list instead of the member names. 
The resulting formula will be entered into the chosen cell on the spreadsheet. 

Rather than writing a new formula for each cell through fixed references, get cell 
formulas can be enhanced by referencing other cells which hold different member 
names. This allows new member combinations to be created subsequently showing 
different data.  

If you enter the different member names you want to display for a certain dimension, 
create the get cell formula then replace the member for that dimension with the 
referenced cell. You can then drag the formula to automatically reference the other cells 
subsequently showing different data in each cell. 

Cell references can be at the address of the cell such as C1, can include fixed rows 
and/or columns such as $C1, C$1 or $C$1, can be on other sheets such 
as Parameters!$B$2 or can be named ranges such as Entity. 

Get cell formulas can link to parameters allowing only data from certain members to be 
presented based on the selected parameter from the dropdown. Linking to the 
parameter dropdown is done in a similar way as referencing other cells except the cells 
you are referencing are named ranges held within the Parameters sheet. 

The parameters sheet holds information about members that are currently being 
selected from the parameter dropdowns within the report. When the report is created it 
creates a named range for each possible parameter and puts them in the parameters 
sheet. The selected member’s name from the parameter dropdown automatically gets 
written to these named ranges therefore, these named ranges need to be referred to 
within the required references part of the get cell formula. Then when you change the 
parameter selection, the value will update. 

To use get cell formulas with cell and/or parameter links: 

1. Having already created a report and set up the report in the report manager, go 
to Run Reports and run the report you wish to write to.  
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2. If necessary, prepare the report for cell references by entering the different 
member names ready for referencing.  

3. Double click on an empty cell. 
4. The get/put cell value window will appear, select Main from the Table 

dropdown.  
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5. Select the member combinations you wish to show the data of from the eight 
dimension dropdowns, the Value box gives you a preview of the value. These 
selections make up the required references which can be changed at any point.  

6. Click Ok, the formula will be written to the report and return the live value.  

7. Go through each dimension within the required references part, change any 
reference you wish to refer to another cell or refer to a parameter in the 
parameters sheet.  

8. Copy the get cell formula to the appropriate cells which allow for cell references.  
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Getting member descriptions 
The Member Description formula is another popular formula. 

The member description (MemberDescription) formula:  

The member description formula has two references, one referring to the dimension 
and the other to the member of that dimension you wish to retrieve the description of. 

Rather than writing a new formula for each cell, member description formulas can be 
enhanced by referencing other cells which hold different member names subsequently 
showing different descriptions. 

If you enter the different member names you want to display for a certain dimension, 
create the member description formula then replace the member for that dimension 
with the referenced cell. You can then drag the formula to automatically reference the 
other cells subsequently showing different data. 

Cell references can be at the address of the cell such as C1, can include fixed rows 
and/or columns such as $C1, C$1 or $C$1, can be on other sheets such 
as Parameters!$B$2 or can be named ranges such as Entity. 

Member description formulas can link to parameters displaying the member 
description of the currently selected parameter within the report. Linking to the 
parameter dropdown is done in a similar way as referencing other cells except the cells 
you are referencing are named ranges held within the Parameters sheet. 

The parameters sheet holds information about members that are currently being 
selected from the parameter dropdowns within the report. When the report is created it 
creates a named range for each possible parameter and puts them in the parameters 
sheet. The selected member’s name from the parameter dropdown automatically gets 
written to these named ranges therefore, these named ranges need to be referred to 
within the formula. Then when you change the parameter selection, the description will 
update. 

To use member description formulas with cell and/or parameter links: 

1. Having already created a report and set up the report in the report manager, go 
to Run Reports and run the report you wish to write to.  
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2. If necessary, prepare the report for cell references by entering the different 
member names ready for referencing.  

3. Enter the member description formula referring to a dimension and a member 
name within that dimension or refer to another cell or a parameter in the 
parameters sheet.  

4. Copy the formula to the appropriate cells which allow for cell references.  
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Other useful formulas 
There are many other formulas that can be used in reports to retrieve other 
information to help make reports more informative. 

Other popular formulas: 

Function Description Example 
=CBX_MemberName([D

imension], [Member 
Index Number]) 

Returns the name of a 
member given its index 

number. 

=CBX_MemberName(“E
ntity”, “0”) 

=CBX_MemberIndex([Di
mension], [Member 

Name]) 

Returns the index number 
of a member given its name. 

=CBX_MemberIndex(“E
ntity”, ”Group_Consol”) 

=CBX_SetDescription([D
imension], [Set Name 

or Index Number]) 

Returns the description of a 
set given its name or index 

number. 

=CBX_SetDescription(“V
ariable”, “BS”) 

=CBX_SetName([Dimen
sion], [Set Index 

Number]) 

Returns the name of a set 
given its index number. 

=CBX_SetName(“Variabl
e”, “1”) 

=CBX_SetMemberIndex(
[Dimension], [Set Name 

or Index Number], 
[Member Name or 

Index Number]) 

Returns the index number 
of a member within a set 
given its index number of 

the set. 

=CBX_SetMemberIndex
(“Variable”, “PL”, “0”) 

=CBX_MemberCount([D
imension]) 

Returns the number of 
members within a 

dimension. 

=CBX_MemberCount(“P
roduct”) 

=CBX_Attribute([Dimens
ion], [Member Name or 

Index Number], 
[Attribute Name]) 

Returns the attribute 
information given a 

member name or index 
number. 

=CBX_Attribute("Versio
n", "Actual", "Cycle") 

How to create a static report 
Cubix has a function, Save as Values, which allows static versions of reports to be 
saved. It converts all Cubix formulas (except Put Cell formulas), which link to the Cubix 
database, to their currently displayed value. This allows reports to be sent out using the 
latest data from the Cubix database therefore recipients can view these reports without 
needing to connect to Cubix. 

Before using the function, a report’s parameters should be correctly selected to ensure 
that the correct values are displayed before converting. 

To use save as values: 

1. With a report running, ensure the correct values are being displayed. 
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2. Go to the Reporting group and select Save As Values.  

3. Save the file, the original file will remain running. 

How to convert a browser to a report 
A browser can be created and edited until it roughly resembles the layout and data 
wanted for a report. It can then be converted where values change to Cubix formulas. 

Once the browser has been converted: 

 The fixed section is converted into various Cubix formulas. Named ranges have 
been assigned which are referred to in various other formulas. 

 The row and column sections are all converted to use a combination of 
MemberName and MemberDescription Cubix formulas. 

 The data section is converted to GCV8 Cubix formulas. 

This method is useful for creating a quick report as it requires little effort. 

To convert a browser to a report: 

1. Create and edit a browser to roughly resemble the layout and data required.  

2. Go to the Reporting group and select Convert To Report.  
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3. Click Yes to confirm, the browser will convert, you may need to press F9 to 
calculate the Cubix formulas.  

4. If necessary, you can rearrange, redesign, and/or reformat the report as you 
wish. Take care as this report has many cell references.  

5. Save the file. 

How to write input templates 
Input templates are similar to reports however, the purpose of an input template is to 
load data to the Cubix database instead of retrieve data. 

Input templates can allow recipients who do not have access to Cubix, the ability to fill 
in data which can subsequently be loaded to the Cubix database by a Cubix user. 

These templates are primarily used for loading forecast and budget data, however, can 
be created to load any kind of data to any kind of place within the Cubix database. 
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These input templates can load data to the Cubix database through put cell formulas. 
Put cell formulas work in a very similar way to get cell formulas however, instead of 
getting data from Cubix, they put data in Cubix provided a value is referenced. 

Excel’s calculation options must be set to manual to avoid data being loaded 
prematurely. Therefore, pressing the F9 key will trigger the put cell formulas 
subsequently loading the data to the Cubix database. 

Input templates can be combined with Cubix parameters, other Cubix formulas and 
other Excel formulas however, these input templates would require the Save As Values 
function before being sent for entry and are rather complex to create. 

Set up a fixed area where members can be referenced, an input area where data is 
entered and expected to be loaded to Cubix, then set up a load area where put cell 
formulas are created referring to members and values within the fixed and input area. 

The fixed area 
The fixed area needs to display dynamic member names for dimensions relevant to the 
data you want to load. These member names will be referred to in put cell formulas. 
This allows data to be easily loaded to different members by changing the member 
name in the fixed area.  

The input area 
The input area needs to display where the values will be entered. It can possess any 
format as long as put cell formulas can easily reference them and load the correct 
values to the correct location within the Cubix database.  
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The load area 
The load area holds all the put cell formulas.  

Similar to the get cell formula, the put cell formula requires a reference to a member for 
each dimension to ensure the value gets loaded to the correct place. Put cell formulas 
are essentially coordinates pointing to the specific location you want to load to. 

The put cell (PCV8) formula:  

The put cell formula has ten required references, first referencing the main table, the 
middle eight referencing a member name or index number from each dimension and 
the last referencing the cell of the value to be loaded to the Cubix database. 

Please ensure each put cell is unique as a put cell formula loads to a certain location 
within the Cubix database. Therefore, if two or more of the same location is referenced 
in these put cells, only the value referenced from the last put cell calculated will be 
loaded meaning some values will be missed out. 

To write an input template: 

1. With a Cubix model open, create a blank workbook in Excel.  

2. Save the file, click File then Save As. We recommend you save the file in the 
dedicated reports folder under C:\Cubix\Models\[Model Name]\Reports and save 
as an Excel Macro-Enabled Template (.xltm) type. 
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3. Set up the fixed area where dynamic member names should be entered and 
eventually referenced.  

4. Set up the input area where data will be entered and eventually referenced.  

5. Set up the load area first by ensuring Excel’s calculation options are set to 
manual to avoid data being loaded prematurely.  

6. To create a put cell formula, double click on an empty cell to the right of the 
input area. 

7. The get/put cell value window will appear, change the function to Put.  
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8. Select Main from the Table dropdown.  

9. Select the member combinations you wish to load the data to from the eight 
dimension dropdowns. These selections make up the required references which 
can be changed at any point.  
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10. Enter 0 in the Value box.  

11. Click OK, the formula will be written to the report. 
12. Go through each dimension within the required references part, change any 

reference you wish to refer to another cell. Ensure the Value part of the formula 
refers to the cell (in the input area) to be loaded to the Cubix database.  

13. Copy the put cell formula to the appropriate cells which allow for cell references 
ensuring the location within the formula it is referencing, corresponds to the 
value it references. If these do not match, the value referenced will be loaded to 
the wrong place in the Cubix database.  
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14. Test the template by entering some data. Please ensure the location this data 
will be loaded to will not overwrite necessary data. Press F9 to execute the put 
cell formulas.  

15. Check the relevant part(s) of a browser to ensure each expected cell is being 
loaded to, the values will be blue. 

16. Empty the cells where test data was loaded to. 
17. Return the template to normal and Save. 


